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New test for Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) leak:
The St Paul’s Hospital laboratory is now offering a new test for CSF leak: the beta trace protein (BTP) test. The BTP
test has a lot of similarities to the existing test for CSF leak, the Beta 2 transferrin test, and some important differences
as summarized in the table:
Table of comparison between the new and existing tests for CSF leak testing at SPH laboratory

Molecule
Fluid testing
procedure
Test samples
Test sample
stability
Test results
Test
interpretation
Test
availability
Result turnaround time
Test
performance
Test
limitations

BTP (Beta trace protein) test – New
Test

Beta 2 Transferrin Test – Existing
Test

Small molecular weight protein produced in the
CSF
Automated testing

CSF specific isoform of the transferrin protein
Manual testing via western blot

Test fluid sample plus comparison serum sample.
Acceptable fluids: suspected rhinorrhea, otorrhea, CSF contaminated wound fluid samples
As per BTP
Fluid and serum samples should be kept at 4oC and frozen if unable to analyze with 24 hours
Fluid samples should be kept frozen if analysis is not possible within 24 hours. (This sample handling
requirement is based on beta 2 transferrin stability. BTP is stable at 4oC for a longer time period).

Numerical concentrations of BTP in fluid
samples
BTP ratio:
Fluid:Serum >= 4.9 => CSF positive
Fluid:Serum <= 1.0 => CSF negative
Fluid:Serum >1 &< 4.9:indeterminate
M-F (non holiday) if sample received before 2
pm

Qualitative test result indicating presence or
absence of Beta 2 transferrin
Test to be performed only in the setting of an
indeterminate BTP result (app 20% of samples
submitted)

2 hours from sample receipt

6 hours from sample receipt

The sensitivity and specificity of the test are
100% relative to the Beta 2 transferrin test

100% sensitivity for pure CSF. Sensitivity
decreases with increasing ratio of blood to CSF

M-F (non holiday) if sample received before
10am

Admixture of fluid with blood may decrease
sensitivity of the test; However, the BTP is less
affected than the Beta 2 transferrin test

Summary:
This test offers an improved efficiency (less time and increased sensitivity in the presence of blood) for the diagnosis of
a CSF leak. Contact the SPH laboratory directly (604) 806 8810, when planning to order investigations for a CSF leak
so that the test may be performed as soon as possible.
Please do not hesitate to contact me at 604 682 2344 if you have any questions:
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